Briefing help
There are four different types of briefings available:
Aerodrome briefing
Area briefing
Route briefing
Narrow route briefing
All these briefing types are available from the drop-down menu in the top of the screen. The first
three types are also available via the map. Please see below for description.
Aerodrome briefing contains information for one or more aerodromes. You can select up to 20
different aerodromes by clicking on the ones you want. Click “Get briefing” when you have selected
your aerodrome or “Add aerodrome” as appropriate.
Tailor-made briefings are made by selecting the various options. Note that some countries also issue
NOTAM in their native language. To obtain these, tick the button marked “National”.
By selecting “Misc.” you will obtain miscellaneous NOTAM.
“IFR” and “VFR” can be used to filter the NOTAM for either flight rule.
Area briefing By using the tools in the upper right corner you can draw either a rectangle or a
polygon. By clicking “Get area briefing” you will get a briefing for the area you have selected.
Route briefing By choosing two or more aerodromes (up to 20) and pressing “Get route briefing”
you will get both the aerodrome briefings and the en-route briefing containing the relevant FIR(s).
There are a few more options regarding weather and types of NOTAM than in the aerodrome
briefing, they can be selected by ticking the appropriate boxes.
Note: IGA, SIGMET and AIRMET are only available for Norway.
Narrow route briefing is available via the flight plan form and by using the “Get NR PIB” button. It
will use your filed aerodromes and route as criteria for the briefing. You have the same selection
options as on the route briefing.
Runway status is a function whereby the system collects data obtained from automatic measuring
equipment on some Norwegian airports. These reports will only be available during the SNOWTAM
season, which in turn varies depending on the airport.

